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Forward for Map360 for Pointcloud: 

How to use this manual  

 

The Map360 for Pointcloud training manual is designed to accompany instruction provided by a certified 

Map360 Instructor.  Each chapter in the manual will consist of three parts: 

1. General information about the topic 

2. A detailed breakdown of key (but not all) operations 

3. Numbered instructions guiding the student through an exercise built upon the standard sample 

files 

It is expected that you will have guidance as you work through this manual, from either an instructor or 

from instructional videos that are available at http://learn.leicaims.com, our online school.   

Course Prerequisites 

• The student must complete the “Map360 for Conventional Measurements” curriculum before 

starting this curriculum. 

The Map360 for Pointcloud curriculum is designed to introduce an intermediate user to CAD 3D and 

Pointcloud specific functions in Map360 software.  You will require access to the following software and 

hardware resources: 

• A Windows 8 or newer computer with a mouse 

• A registered copy of Map360 software.  The software must be licensed to support Pointcloud 

operations.  If you do not have access to the software you can obtain a trial version by visiting: 

https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/software/ims/demo-download 

Software Requirements to Support Map360 Pointcloud Functions 

Map360 supports virtually every format of pointcloud file.  This course is designed to exclusively use the 

*.LGS format which is created by Leica Geosystems’ Cyclone Reg360 or Cyclone Legacy so will require no 

additional software or licenses.  Support for other formats may require that Leica Geosystems’ Cyclone 

Reg360 or Cyclone Legacy is installed on your PC.  Most functions do not require that additional licenses 

be purchased from Leica Geosystems, but you can reference the following article for more details: 

http://help.leicaims.com/index.php?/Knowledgebase/Article/View/map360-supported-pointcloud-

formats 

 

http://learn.leicaims.com/
https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/software/ims/demo-download
http://help.leicaims.com/index.php?/Knowledgebase/Article/View/map360-supported-pointcloud-formats
http://help.leicaims.com/index.php?/Knowledgebase/Article/View/map360-supported-pointcloud-formats
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Course Training Files 

All lessons in this manual involve completing an exercise working with our training files.  If you have 

taken some of the online lessons offered in Leica IMS School you will have already downloaded some of 

the materials.  Otherwise these training files will be provided by your instructor or downloaded from the 

links below. 

If you are viewing this document as a PDF file simply pick on the links.  If you are viewing a printed 

version of the manual please enter the URLs listed into an internet browser to start the download 

process: 

(Large download) Pointcloud Training Materials 

Download materials for most pointcloud topics: 

https://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materialsHDS.zip 

(Large download) Bloodstain Pattern Analysis Materials 

Download materials for Blood Pattern Analysis 

https://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materialsHDSBPA.zip 

(Large download) Leica Scanner QA Protocol Materials 

Download materials for the Leica Scanner QA Protocol 

https://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materialsHDSQA.zip 

 

 

  

https://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materialsHDS.zip
https://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materialsHDSBPA.zip
https://s3.microsurvey.com/Training_Forensic/IMS/map360core/materialsHDSQA.zip
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Import Reg360 Ortho Slice for Forensic Mapping 

Import Ortho Slice 
Import Ortho Slice allows you to browse to the DXF file that acts to geolocate an image 

derived from a scan file in Reg 360.  Once the DXF is identified the following steps will occur: 

• The units of your open project are compared against the units noted in the DXF file and 

a scale factor will be computed if required. 

• The DXF file and image file output by Reg360 will be copied to the directory your drawing is 

stored. 

• The DXF file will be inserted as a block, and the image it references will be displayed. 

• The drawing will zoom to extents. 

Exercise: Import Ortho Slice: 

 

1. Pick on “New Scene” on the Home page 
2. Set the Project folder to .\ materials\1basics 
3. Set Units to meters 
4. Name your new drawing “Ortho Slice.dwg” 
5. Save your drawing 
6. Create a new layer and set it current before importing the ortho slice.  This will make it easy to 

freeze the layer if you are producing a PDF file with layer support. 

7. Data | Import Ortho Slice 

8. Browse to .\Materials\1 basics 

9. Select Slice1.dxf 

10. If prompted to select units, select “Meters” to indicate that the units stored in the DXF are 

meters (When this was last tested it was determined that Reg360 ALWAYS exports a 

georeferenced image as metric) 
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11. Save your drawing 

NOTE: Because you have created this drawing in a folder, if you need to send this drawing to 
another workstation, send the whole folder to ensure the image is included. 

Draw Polylines 

 Polylines are a simple and flexible tool for plotting lines, strings of lines or strings of lines AND 

arcs.  Polylines can also be converted to 2D or 3D Advanced lines.  Learn more about polylines 

in the Map360 Basics class.  

Exercise: Draw Polylines 

1. Set your current layer to SKETCH 

2. Start Draw |2D Polyline command 

3. Draw the wall lines around the perimeter of the inserted image, and the outline of the table. 

4. Freeze the “0” layer so you can see the linework 

5. Select the wall polyline and use the properties dialog to set Line width to “Heavy” 

6. Thaw the “0” layer and continue 
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Symbol Librarian 

Map360 includes a large collection of predefined 2D and 3D symbols.  Learn more about this 

feature in the Map360 Symbols class. 

 

 

Exercise: Symbol Librarian 

1. Open Draw | Symbol Librarian 

2. Search for the symbol KNIFE – BUTCHER 

3. Double click the image and insert as shown in the image below 

4. Use the mouse to orient the symbol 

Repeat the process for the additional symbols WALLET – OPEN and KEYS 
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Print Setup 
Map360 offers you the tools to plot to all engineering printers, or can export to PDF in formats 

that are easily accessible to jurists.  The layer support features allows your audience to 

selectively freeze layers in a PDF viewer.  Learn more about printing and exporting PDFs in the 

Map360 Printing basics class. 

 

Exercise: Print Setup 

1. Switch to the Layout “Metric Letter Landscape 2” 

 

2. Switch to the Labeling ribbon and select “Activate Viewport” 

 

3. Click the Viewport you wish to activate 

4. Zoom to extents by double clicking the mouse wheel 

4. Deactivate viewport 
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Export PDF 
Map360 can generate a PDF file.  PDF, or “Portable Document Format” is a type of file that can 

easily be distributed among public safety professionals, legal professionals and jurists and can 

be viewed using software that is available on almost any computer or mobile device.  Map360 allows 

you to create a document that can be printed or viewed just as you would a paper document.  Exporting 

with layer support allows your audience to freeze and thaw views just as you can in a CAD program.  

Exercise: Export PDF 

1. Continue while viewing your layout 

2. Open Home Button | Share | Export PDF 

3. Select “Save in” to browse to your desired destination folder 

4. Enter a name for the PDF you will create 

5. Save 

 

5. Configure as below: 

 Notes: 

o Enable Layer Support allows a viewer to freeze/thaw the same layers your CAD file used 

o Convert Vport to image option enhances visibility with pointcloud data, but replaces the 

viewport with an image so that layers can no longer be frozen or thawed in the final 

document. 
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o Avoid “Zoom to Extents mode” as this can override your printable margins and the 

image won’t fit on the pdf 

 

6. The new PDF file will be created in your destination folder.  Open it in your favorite PDF viewer
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Pointcloud 2D 
Map360 Pro has a powerful built in point cloud engine to support the use of laser scanners and point 

clouds generated by either photogrammetry software or a third-party registration tool. Map360 

supports various point cloud formats and requires the Free Cyclone Viewer be installed, except when 

importing an LGS file. 

Point cloud data preserves the evidence from the scene and provides accurate coordinate information 

that can be used to take accurate measurements. Although very powerful in 3D, a point cloud can be 

utilized in 2D for creating a quick, accurate, and detailed diagram or floor plan.   

Import LGS  
 An LGS file is a Leica Geosystems’ Universal Project file! The LGS format is highly detailed, 

renders quickly, and can be opened locally on your computer. An LGS file can be imported into 

Map360 with just a couple clicks and does not require Cyclone or JetStream to be installed. 

Exercise: Importing LGS 

1. Start a new scene  

a. Provide a name for the scene: Bankscene 

b. Browse to the following directory to save your drawing: \Materials HDS\2Intermediate 

Pointcloud 

c. Set the units to Feet 

d. Use the default template 

2. Select Import LGS from the Data ribbon 

3. Select the “…” and browse to Bank Scene.lgs in the \materialsHDS\2Pointcloudbasics folder 

4. Check the units are feet and select OK 

5. The point cloud will import, and the extents of the scene will be shown 

6. Save! 
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Viewing Pointclouds 
The point cloud ribbon contains the tools needed for viewing the point 

cloud data. The rendering of the point cloud can be set and adjusted as 

needed. 

If the point cloud ribbon is not showing, simply right click on any ribbon, 

move to the Show Tab option and ensure PointCloud is checked. 

 

 

Regenerate all the cloud points available to view the maximum level of 
detail in the current view 
 

 

Toggle the overall visibility of the point cloud. Points may still be hidden by 
limit boxes, clippings, slices or sections and these can be adjusted from the 
Clipping Manager. 
 

 

Displays the points with true colors from the scanner. If the scene was not 
scanned with a calibrated scanner than true color data is not present and 
intensity mapping will be used instead.    
 

 

Display the points with intensity (hue) mapped colors. A color range is 
used to indicate the reflectivity of objects in the scene. 
 

 

Displays the points with intensity mapped colors but uses a black and 
white scale. 
 

 

Highlights and enhances the hard edges in the point cloud allowing users 
to quickly and effectively outline objects, rooms, or buildings.  
 

 

Point Size: Increase or decrease the point size to allow the point to fill 
more space. Note, if the point is too large it may appear unrealistic or 
blurry. 
 
Point Density: Increase or decrease the resolution of the point cloud. 1 
being the highest and 4 being the lowest point density. Display the highest 
point density with the point density off.   
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3D Viewing 
The seek feature allows a user to define the center for rotation. 

Seek can be found on the quick access toolbar as well as the point cloud ribbon. Tip: the “s” 

key on the keyboard is a shortcut for seek.  

Use the constrained orbit tool on the quick access toolbar to orbit in 3D with a left click of the mouse. 

Press ESC to end the operation. 

Alternatively, the Shift key can be held down with the middle mouse button to freely orbit in 3D. 

 

 To return to a 2D Plan view, simply select the Top button from the quick access toolbar or the 

Draw ribbon. 

 

 3D objects in the scene can be rendered with solid faces for a realistic appearance. 

The Realistic toggle is found on the quick access toolbar and will switch between 2D 

wireframe and realistic rendering. 
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Clipping and Clipping Manager 
The clipping tools can be used to hide points inside or outside a user-defined fence. 

This allows a user to focus on the area of interest and hide unnecessary or 

unrelated points. 

Define the clipped points with a rectangle, circle, or polygon. 

Clip settings will be saved with the drawing. 

NOTE: The points have not been deleted! Use the Clipping Manager to turn these 

points on and off.  

The Clipping Manager lists all defined clips, sections, slices or limit boxes defined in the 

drawing. The clipping name can be changed, and the points can be toggled on or off by 

enabling the clip. To show the opposite points, check the inverse option. The thickness 

will be displaced for slices and can be edited. This manager also allows users to activate clips that were 

defined in REGISTER 360. All clippings can be reset to show all points in the drawing from the clipping 

manager or from the Reset Clipping button on the ribbon. 

 

Slicing and Sectioning 
Slicing hides a part of your pointcloud as defined by two planes set 

perpendicular to a chosen axis in your UCS. A slice essentially provides a belt 

of the pointcloud at a certain elevation.  

Sectioning hides a part of your pointcloud as defined by one plane set 

perpendicular to a chosen axis in your UCS. From a top view, section right 

will hide the points to the right of your selection along the x axis, and section 

left hides to the left. Section back will hide the points above your selection along the y axis, and section 

front hides below.  

Always check the UCS icon for a visual indication of which axis to select when slicing or sectioning. 

Note: Ensure node snap is turned on. 
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The Orientation Tools 
The orientation tools allow you to set and 

control your “workplane” or the virtual 

surface upon which you are drawing. These 

functions apply mostly when 3D drafting. 

 

Workplane Tools 

Floor+Wall will recognize a group of points to represent the floor, and another 

group of points to represent the wall, and set a workplane allowing you to draw 

on the wall. 

Wall + Wall will recognize a group of points to represent one wall, and another 

group of points to represent another wall, and will place the UCS at the 

intersection of the two planes. 

Wall will recognize a group of points to represent a wall, and will set a 

workplane allowing you to draw on the wall. 

On Slice will set a workplane at the middle of a slice. (See Slice X axis etc 

description for details) 

Two Points sets a drawing view rotation after you pick two points in the cloud.  Setting “Ortho” will 

allow you to draw at right angles to this line. 

Change Origin allows you to pick a new location for the UCS origin.  This allows you to redefine where 

“0,0,0” is while drawing on a workplane 

Plan view aligns the view to the XY plane typically showing a top down view. 

Elevation view aligns the view to the XZ plane typically showing a side view. 

   

Workplane mode can be toggled On or Off. When on, all drafting is “forced” on the workplane.  
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Note: Remember to turn workplane mode OFF when you are finished drawing on the workplane. 

Align View will set the view to the current UCS so you are perpendicular to the Workplane (ie. The z axis 

points towards your eye). 

Reset View will align the UCS to the world coordinate system and resets any workplane settings.  

Coordinate System allows a user to redefine a coordinate system for the drawing. 

Exercise: Wall + Wall Building 2D 

1. Open the existing Bankscene.dwg drawing that was created in the previous exercise 

2. Use the Clip Outside Rectangle to hide the points around the building 

3. Use Seek Point to define the center of rotation around the building and orbit to a 3D view 

looking at the corner of the building 

4. Ensure Node snap is checked in the Snap Settings and Snaps are turned On 

5. Select the Wall+Wall button from the Point Cloud ribbon 

6. Snap to a point on the first wall 

7. Snap to a point on the second wall 

8. The UCS will reposition to this new defined location at the corner of the building 

9. Use the Section Bottom tool to hide points below the UCS icon  

10. Turn on Workplane Mode 

11. Switch to a Top View 

12. Turn on Polar Tracking 

13. Draw a 2D Polyline. Start at the corner by picking a point at the corner or typing in 0,0. 

14. Continue picking points to outline the building 

15. Turn off Workplane Mode 

16. Reset View 

17. Reset Clipping 

18. Save! 

Exercise: 2 Points 

1. Open the existing Bankscene.dwg drawing that was created in the previous exercise 

2. Use the Clip Outside Rectangle to hide the points around the building 

3. Use Seek Point to define the center of rotation around the building and orbit to a 3D view 

looking at the corner of the building 

4. Ensure Node snap is checked in the Snap Settings and Snaps are turned On 

5. Use the Slice Z axis and pick two points on the brick wall, one near the bottom and top 

6. Switch to a Top View 

7. Select the 2 points orientation tool from the Point Cloud ribbon 

8. Pick two points to define the x axis along the front wall of the building 

9. Turn on Ortho Mode or Polar Tracking 
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10. Turn snaps Off 

11. Draw a 2D Polyline. Start at the corner by picking a point at the corner or typing in 0,0. 

12. Continue picking points to outline the building 

13. Reset View 

14. Reset Clipping 

15. Save! 

 

Polylines and Advanced lines 
2D Polylines draws a connected sequence of line segments. The elevation of the polyline is defined from 

the first pick. The grips allow you to adjust the picked points and add arc segments to the polyline. The 

properties of the polyline can be changed from the properties panel. Optionally, change the polyline to 

an advanced linetype from the properties as well. 

Advanced Linetypes add realism to the scene and are completely customizable. Draw roadway lines, 

dividers, fences, and more. There are various categories and each category contains a wide selection of 

linetypes to choose from. Use the dialog or properties to customize the appearance of each linetype. 

Advanced lines can be drawn in 3D with straight and arced segments. Existing linework can be converted 

to advanced lines as well. 

 

Exercise: Polylines and Advanced Lines 

1. Open the existing Bankscene.dwg drawing that was created in the previous exercise 

2. Switch to a Top View and zoom in on the roadway in front of the building 

3. Select the Advanced Linetype button from the Draw ribbon 

4. Choose the Center Line Category 

5. Select the Single Dash- Yellow linetype 

6. Leave the defaults as is and select the draw button 

7. Left click at the start of the dashed centerline 
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8. Left click again at the end of the third centerline 

9. Type a at the command line to switch to an arc 

10. Left click at the start of the arc and again at the end of the arc 

11. Type l  at the command line to switch to a line 

12. Left click to finish the center line 

13. Right click to finish drawing the advanced line 

14. Continue drawing other advanced linetypes in the scene  

15. Save 
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Pointcloud 3D 
The Map360 Pointcloud 3D curriculum will teach you to use key pointcloud orientation tools 

to build a 3D CAD model of a scanned interior crime scene. 

Orientation 

• Orientation tools allow you to control the workplane and simplify 
drafting tasks.  
• The Floor + Wall tool, in combination with Workplane mode, 

makes drafting of a floor in a building simple. 
• The Wall + Wall tool allows you to compute the intersection of two vertical 

planes 
• The Wall tool allows you to compute a workplane and orientation from a 

sampling of point cloud points that form a plane. 
• Reset View clears all of your orientation settings. 

 

• Workplane Mode On allows you to "force" all drafting to be on the 
workplane. 

 

 

Change Origin Orientation Tool + Workplane mode 

Change Origin allows you to relocate the UCS.  In this example we will use this function to 

set a new, temporary “zero” elevation and draft a rectangle on a table top.  Combining this 

function with a workplane allows you control over the elevation 

at which you create linework. 
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Exercise: Create Drawing 

1. Create a new drawing in .\Materials HDS\3Intermediate Pointcloud. 

2. Assign Metric Units 

3. Name it Boardroom.dwg 

4. Import .\Materials HDS\3Intermediate Pointcloud\MicroSurvey Board Room HDS Control.lgs 

Exercise: Use Move Origin Tool to create Filled 3 Point Rectangle 

1. Continue working with Boardroom.dwg 

2. Assign Metric Units 

3. Name it Boardroom.dwg 

4. Import .\Materials HDS\3Intermediate Pointcloud\MicroSurvey Board Room HDS Control.lgs 

5. Start a new layer named “Table” 

6. Ensure “Reset View” has been performed and that Workplane mode is toggled off 

7. Activate Change Origin 

8. Set node snaps 

9. Snap to the top of the boardroom table 

10. Click your status bar so you can see the command window 

11. Toggle “Workplane mode” and confirm you see the message:  

Workplane mode: ON/OFF/1/0/Toggle <0>: _TOGGLE 

Workplane mode On 

12. Start 3 point rectangle command 

13. Draw a rectangle on top of the table 

14. Select the rectangle 

15. Modify the properties so that the rectangle is filled with a dark gray color 

16. IMPORTANT:  

a. Toggle Workplane mode off 

b. Reset view 

Floor + Wall Orientation Tool + Workplane mode 
Floor + Wall allows you to compute a UCS at the intersection of a vertical 

and a horizontal plane.  Combining this tool with workplane mode makes it 

simple to draw the base of a wall, even when the baseboards are hidden by debris, furniture etc.  In this 

example we will use this function to draft the outline of a room floor. 

Exercise: Use Wall + Floor Orientation Tool to Draw Room Footprint 

1. Continue working with Boardroom.dwg 

2. Start a new layer named “Floor” 
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3. Ensure “Reset View” has been performed and that Workplane mode is toggled off 

4. Change your view of the pointcloud so that you have a good view of the floor at the base of one 

of the typical walls in the room. 

5. Activate Floor + Wall 

6. Snap to the floor 

7. Snap to the wall 

8. Toggle “Workplane mode” and confirm you see the message:  

Workplane mode: ON/OFF/1/0/Toggle <0>: _TOGGLE 

Workplane mode On 

9. Start drawing a 3D polyline 

10. Use snaps and workplane mode to draw the footprint of the room 

11. IMPORTANT:  

a. Toggle Workplane mode off 

b. Reset view 

Wall Orientation Tool + Workplane mode 
Wall allows you to compute a UCS of a vertical plane.  Combining this tool with workplane 

mode makes it simple to draw on a vertical plane.  In this example 

we will use this function to plot some dimensions on the wall that 

we will later use to create architectural elements. 

 

Exercise: Use Wall Orientation Tool to plot 3D Dimensions 

1. Continue working with Boardroom.dwg 

2. Set your current layer to “SKETCH – DIMENSIONS” 

3. Ensure “Reset View” has been performed and that Workplane mode is toggled off 

4. Perform a clip so that only the pointclouds representing the longest wall in the room is visible 

5. Change your view of the pointcloud so that you have a good view of the wall from inside the 

room 

6. Activate Wall 

7. Snap to the wall 

8. Snap to the wall 

9. Toggle “Workplane mode” and confirm you see the message:  

Workplane mode: ON/OFF/1/0/Toggle <0>: _TOGGLE 

Workplane mode On 
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10. Open your Settings dialog or the properties dialog 

and ensure your dimension preferences are 

configured as shown: 

 

11. Activate “Dimaligned” and plot the following 

dimensions: 

a. Door width 

b. Window Width 

c. Door height (Will be same as Header Height for doors and Windows) 

d. Window height from bottom of window frame to top of window frame 

12. IMPORTANT:  

a. Toggle Workplane mode off 

b. Reset view 

Architectural Wall 
The Architectural Wall tool is a simple 

way of creating a wall with a given 

height, thickness and justification. 

NOTE: 

• Understanding Justification is an 
important aspect of the Wall function, 
be sure to review “Justification 
Explained” below so you'll be able to 
create walls in later projects. 

Select the Wall button from the ribbon to 

add walls to your scene. 

Begin drawing with the default width and height or customize your wall by selecting the option 

you’d like to change by typing the capitalized “shortcut” key.  For example, type “h” to specify a 

different height for your wall before you draw it. 

 

The justification of the wall can also be changed from Left, Right, Baseline, or Center. This will need 

to be adjusted depending on how the walls were measured. 

The walls will automatically trim at the corners as you draw and the properties of the wall can be 

changed at any time from the properties panel. 
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You can enter walls using the same workflow you do with polylines, by manually entering distances 

or by selecting vertices with the mouse.  The options dialog allows you to 

change variables as you proceed.  You can modify the wall after creation 

by manipulating grips. 

 

Before you begin drafting walls you need to determine some key dimensions: 

1. Height of wall 

2. Width (thickness) of wall (typically .5 feet or .15 meters) 

3. Justification (Left, right, Center) 

4. Locations of all corners 

Justification explained: 
Justification is determined by whether you measured a room from the inside, outside or center, and 

whether you are entering measurements in a clockwise direction or a counterclockwise direction.   

If you imagine yourself sighting along the wall facing the direction that you measured, you can easily 

determine whether to select Left, Center or Right Justification.   
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In this example 
the dashed 
reference line 
shows where 
measurements 
were taken.  It is 
on the left side of 
the wall, therefore 
the justification 
will be left. 
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Examples: 

To draw a wall with the current values 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Specify 

the start point of the wall. 

Specify end point or enter the length of wall segment or 

[Width(6.0000)/Height(96.0000)/Arc/Undo]: Specify the endpoint of each segment, then press Enter 

when done or Close to add the last endpoint at the start point.  

To draw a wall with specific values 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Width. 

Specify wall width <4.0000>: Enter the width of the wall. 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Height. 

Specify wall height <96.0000>: Enter the height of the wall. 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Justification. 

Select wall justification [Left/Center/Right/Baseline] <Baseline>: Choose how the wall will be 

justified relative to the points you select when drawing the wall. 

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Style. 

? to list/Specify wall style name <Interior>: Enter the name of the wall style. To view a list of all wall 

styles, choose ?.  

Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to 

walls/Width(4.0000)/Height(96.0000)/Justification(Baseline)/Style(Interior)]: Specify the start point 

of the wall. 

Specify end point or enter the length of wall segment or 

[Width(6.0000)/Height(96.0000)/Arc/Undo]: Specify the endpoint of each segment, then press Enter 

when done or Close to add the last endpoint at the start point. Choose Arc to add an arc segment to 

the wall. 

To convert 2D entities to walls 
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Specify start point of wall or [Convert 2D entities to walls/Width/Height/Justification/Style]: Choose 

Convert. 

Select lines, arcs, circles, or polylines to be converted to walls: Select the 2D entities to convert to 

walls, then press Enter. 

Erase layout geometry? [Yes/No] <No>: Choose Yes to delete the selected 2D entities. Choose No to 

retain the selected 2D entities. 

Exercise: Architectural Wall 

 

1. Continue working with Boardroom.dwg 

2. Set your current layer to “Walls” 

3. Ensure “Reset View” has been performed and that Workplane mode is toggled off 

 
Before you begin please note: 
 
Wall height = 2.616 m 
Wall width = .15 m 
Measurements were taken from the inside of the room 
Justification will be right if you draw the walls clockwise 
 
4. Set Visual Styles to 2D Wireframe 
5. Toggle endpoint snap 
6. Start wall command 
7. Set height, width and justification: 

• Justification is Right when you draw the wall from the left side to the right side of Hallway wall 
(the wall with 2 windows and 2 doors) as viewed from inside the room. 

• Wall height = 2.616m 

• Wall width = .15m 
8. Snap to the floor polyline on the left, then the right 
9. escape to complete 
10. Toggle visibility of the pointcloud off to ensure the 3D model of the wall matches the scan data 
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Door/Window/Opening 
 Once your walls are 

drawn, add Doors, 

Windows and Openings.   

 Look at the status bar to accept the default sizes or 

make changes.  You may enter measured values as 

you work, or accept the default values and modify the 

properties of your doors and windows afterwards. 

Width: Select enter to use the default width or type in 

a new value and hit enter.  

Height: Select enter to use the default height or type 

in a new value and hit enter.  

Header Height: Select enter to use the default header height or type in a new 

value and hit enter.  The header height is the distance from the bottom of the 

wall to the top of the door. 

Placement: Select a wall to insert a door, window or 

opening or enter to place the door manually. 

Pick a point on the selected wall to insert or enter a distance. 

The distance is measured from the start of the wall. If necessary, the wall can be reversed by its grips to 

measure from the other end.  

All properties can be changed any time from the properties panel. The Swing Direction and Swing Angle 

of a Door (default 90 degrees) can also be changed by its grips or from the properties panel. The Door, 

Window, or Opening can also be resized or moved within the same wall by dragging its grips. 

Exercise: Architectural Windows 

1. Continue working with Boardroom.dwg 

2. Start the Window command 

3. Accept the default dimensions, select the wall to start 

4. Position two doors to conform to your pointcloud 

5. Select the two windows and use the grips and properties dialogs to set accurate dimensions and 

transparency 
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Exercise: Architectural Doors 

1. Continue working with Boardroom.dwg 

2. Set your current layer to “Walls” 

3. Ensure “Reset View” has been performed and that Workplane mode is toggled off 

4. Toggle the pointcloud visibility on 

5. Start the Door command 

6. Set the height, width and header height according to the plotted dimensions 

7. Position two doors to conform to your pointcloud 

8. Adjust the swing using grips and properties 
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Trajectory Analysis 

Bullet Path Reconstruction 

This feature is found on the Point Cloud ribbon.  This allows you to select a scanned 

trajectory rod, reconstruct the trajectory line of departure and create a trajectory cone to 

illustrate the path.  This feature is most effective over short distances as it does not 

illustrate the parabolic path projectiles follow over greater distances.    

Select Fit Points: Use this to pick 2 points from the point 

cloud that are on a scanned trajectory rod. A best-fit line 

algorithm will be applied to all points that are within the 

"Search Radius" distance from the line connecting these 

two selected points, which if set appropriately will bound 

all of the scanned points along the rod within the two 

picked points. Points should be picked as near to the start 

and end of the rod as possible, as the boundary will not 

extend along the rod beyond the picked points. 

Select Fence: Use this to create a fence around the 

scanned trajectory rod. A best-fit line algorithm will be 

applied to all points falling within the fence. Note that the 

fence is not bounded by the search radius, so you need to 

make sure that there are no unrelated points behind the 

rod (such as a wall or another rod).Select End Points: Use 

this to pick two points from the point cloud. A line will 

connect the two selected points, with no consideration of 

other scanned points on the rod. 

In some cases, you may need to extend the reconstructed 

line to an adjoining surface... 

 

Adjust Start: Use the joggers to adjust the start position of 

the reconstructed line to an adjoining surface. The increment can be manually entered for precise 

placement. 

 

Reverse Direction: Use this to flip the reconstructed cone, in case the cone opens in the wrong 

direction. 
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Draw Line: Control whether the reconstructed line will be drawn. Control the Layer and Color. Use "Set 

Length" to override the reconstructed length and draw the line with the specified length. 

 

Draw Cone: Control whether the error cone for the reconstructed line will be drawn. Control the Layer 

and Color. Control the Tolerance (default 5 degrees). Use "Set Length" to override the reconstructed 

length and draw the line with the specified length. 

Open the drawing from the Import LGS exercise or reimport the Whiskey LGS file: Materials 

HDS\Whiskey Scene\Whiskey LGS. 

TIPS on creating trajectory cones: 

• Use contrasting colors for each cone 

• Use a color that contrasts with the cone for your centerline 
• Make the centerline a little longer than the cone 

 

Exercise: Bullet Path Reconstruction 

1. Create a new drawing in .materials\3 Advanced Pointcloud\ 

2. Name it Bullet Path Reconstruction.dwg 

3. Assign the units feet 

4. Import .materials\3 Advanced Pointcloud\PSG Shoot_1.lgs 

5. Perform a clip so you can see only the back of the Ford Escort and the three trajectory Rods 

6. Create three trajectory rods using three different colors. 

7. Use grips to extend the centerlines or cones until they either intersect at a point or diverge to 

help jurists make decisions about the source of the trajectory. 

8. Save your drawing 
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Dynamic Labels 
Dynamic labels can be used with point clouds and are particularly useful for labeling bullet 

trajectories.  

Exercise: Dynamic Labels 

Label Distance 

1. Select Dynamic Labeling from the Analysis ribbon. 
2. The dialog will open on the distance tab. 
For this exercise, we are going to label the distance from the trajectory line to the point cloud 

plane beneath. 

3. Choose the Labeling Method Between a Point and Point Cloud Plane then select Pick Points. 
Note: Make sure endpoint and point snaps are turned on. 

4. Select the end of the trajectory line where it entered the vehicle as your first point 
5. Select anywhere on the point cloud ground as your second point 

The label will be drawn with a vertical line from the entry point of the trajectory rod to the ground 

plane. 

6. Add text masking and any other Draw Elements you’d like to include 
7. Select Update  
8. Open the settings dialog  
9. Make any changes to the colors, layer, or size.  
10. Press Ok to close the settings and Update to apply the changes 
11. Once you are happy with the label, press Draw 
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12. Repeat steps 3 through 11  
for the next two rods. 

 

Label Vertical (Elevation) Angle 

The Vertical label is ideal a side view of the trajectory rods. For this exercise, we are going to label the 

vertical angle between the trajectory line and the horizon. 

1. Select the Vertical Angle tab. 
2. Choose the Labeling Method Existing line to the Horizon then select Pick Points. 
3. Select the trajectory line that sticks out the end of the cone 

The label will be drawn with the horizon line. 

4. Add text masking and any other Draw Elements you’d like to include 
5. Select Update  
6. Open the settings dialog  
7. Make any changes to the colors, layer, or size.  
8. Press Ok to close the settings and Update to apply the changes 
9. Once you are happy with the label, press Draw 
10. Repeat steps 2 through 9 for the next two rods. 

 

Label Horizontal (Azimuth) Angle 

The Horizontal label is perfect for a top down view of a scene. For this exercise, we are going to label the 

horizontal angle between the trajectory line and the back of the car. 

1. Switch to the Top view from the Home ribbon and zoom in on the roof of the car. 
First, we need to define the line that our horizontal angles will be referenced to. 
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2. Turn off point snapping from the draw ribbon 
3. Select Line from the draw ribbon and draw a line across the top of the vehicle so we can square 

off. Use the roof lines above the windshield. 

 

4. Use the Toggle Visibility on the Point Cloud ribbon to hide the point cloud  
 

5. Select UCS Entity within the Coordinate Systems drop down 
 on the Point Cloud ribbon  

6. Select the Line that was just drawn 

The coordinate system will align with the drawn line. 

 

7. Toggle the Point Cloud Visibility back on 
8. Select Align View to Workplane from the Point Cloud ribbon and zoom 

in on the car and trajectory cones 
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9. Turn on Draw Ortho from the Draw ribbon   
 

10. Draw a line from the center of the back  
of the vehicle straight out to the side 
 

11. Optionally, use the arrow at the end of the line to extend the line out the other side. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.  Select the Dynamic Labeling 
button and open the Vertical 
Angle tab. 

13. Choose the Labeling Method 
Between Lines then select Pick Lines. 

14. Select the trajectory line that sticks out the end 
of the cone and the line at the back 
of the car. 

 

The label will be drawn at the height you select on the trajectory line. 

15. Add text masking and any other Draw Elements you’d like to include 
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16. Select Update  
17. Open the settings dialog  
18. Make any changes to the colors, layer, or size.  
19. Press Ok to close the settings and Update to apply the changes 
20. Once you are happy with the label, press Draw 
21. Repeat steps 13 through 20 for the next two rods. 
22. Use Clipping Manager  

to unhide all points 
23. Reset the coordinate system 

to World from the Point Cloud ribbon  
24. Save your drawing!
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Map 360 Perspective Tools: TruSpace and Cameras 
Map360 includes features that allow you to place a view to simulate what would be seen by a 

witness using CAD, Pointcloud or Panoramic imagery as the data source. 

 

 

TruSpace 

The Truspace function allows you to view, and draft in your point cloud dataset from the 

perspective of the scanner lens 

 

Activate Truspace 
 
Select an option for locating your view 
 
Pick a point on the pointcloud 
 
 

 
 

Select a scanworld from the list that appears 
 
 

 
Once selected a new window opens so you can 
view the scene from the perspective of the 
scanner 
 
you can switch between different scanworld by 
picking either triangular Icons or red globes:  
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IMPORTANT: After closing TruSpace you must 
switch to the Analysis Ribbon and toggle off 
Perspective View. 

 

Exercise: Truspace 
1. Start a new drawing, assign the units “Feet” 

2. Import . \materialsHDS\3Pointcloudintermediate\ PSG Shoot_1.lgs 

3. Open Truspace 

4. Select a location near the crime scene 

5. Toggle pointcloud and panoramic imagery views 

6. Pick the triangular icons to switch between scanworlds 

7. Trace some letters with 3d polylines using the functions shown in the video 

8. Close TruSpace 

9. Toggle off Perspective View 

Cameras 
A camera is an entity that captures a three dimensional view in your CAD file.  The camera 

function allows the user to create a camera entity by selecting or setting X,Y,Z coordinates for 

view origin and view direction.  

 

Exercise: Camera 
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1. Open Visualize.dwg from .\materialsHDS\3Pointcloudintermediate\Visualize.dwg 

2. Create a camera to provide an overview of the parking lot and name it "Parking Lot." 

3. Create a camera at the eye location of the seated female figure and name it "Witness." 

4. Create a camera at the feet of the male figure inside the building and name it "Clerk" 

5. Modify the properties of the Clerk camera so it is a "Witness View" camera and add an eye 

height of 5.5 feet. 

6. Create a camera at the eye location of the standing male figure in a shooting pose and name it 

"Shooter" 

 

Panorama 
 

Panorama allows the user to modify the current view by holding the left mouse button and 

dragging.  This viewing option allows the view origin to remain stationary while the direction 

(target) of the view is changed  to any orientation.  Press escape key to stop viewing a 

panorama. 

 

Exercise: Panorama 
 

1. Open Visualize.dwg from .\materialsHDS\3Pointcloudintermediate\Visualize.dwg 

2. Experiment with the functions discussed 

Walk and Fly 
Walk allows the user to modify the current view using keyboard arrow keys and the mouse.  

The view origin X,Y coordinates will be controlled by the arrow keys and the current view 

direction.  The view origin Z coordinate will remain constant.  The view origin Z coordinate will 

remain the same as the current view or may be set explicitly using Walk and Fly Settings.  The 

rate at which the view changes when holding or clicking the arrow keys is set in Walk and Fly Settings.  

The view direction can be modified by holding the left mouse button and panning.  Walk is similar to Fly 

but it constrains the path to two dimensions. 

Fly allows the user to modify the current view using keyboard arrow keys and the mouse.  The 

view origin X,Y and Z coordinates will be controlled by the arrow keys and the current view 

direction.  The rate at which the view changes when holding or clicking the arrow keys is set in 
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Walk and Fly Settings.  The view direction and three dimensional fly path can be modified by holding the 

left mouse button and panning.  Fly is similar to Walk but it allows the path to be three dimensional. 

Perspective mode is enabled when Walk or Fly mode are selected and will be disabled when flying is 

cancelled. 

Walk - Fly Settings 
Allows the user to modify the movement rate, elevation and options which are applied when 

using the Walk or Fly features.  

 

 

Speed Options 

Step Size "Drawing Units" defines the distance interval that is used to compute the next view origin 

position during walk or fly operations 

Step Size "Steps per Second" defines how many times the view origin is redefined during a one second 

interval while the arrow key is held down. 

Walk Elevation 

Set an explicit value for the Z value of the view origin.  This value will default to the current view origin. 

Prevent Clipping 

Toggle this off for most situations.  But if you see viewing anolomies such as planes that appear to be cut 

or gaps in front of the camera when using the Walk or Fly functions toggle this on. 

Set as Default 
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Saves your step size preferences so they will be applied when you create a new drawing. 

Walk and Fly Exercise 
1. Open Visualize.dwg from .\materialsHDS\3Pointcloudintermediate\Visualize.dwg 

2. Experiment with the functions discussed 
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Bloodstain Pattern Analysis 
The Map360 Bloodstain Pattern Analysis tool is a validated method for recreating an origin in 3D space 

by examining bloodstain patterns on a flat surface.  A copy of the white paper published by Johnson 

County Sherrif's Office Criminalistic Laboratory is available in your materialsHDSBPA folder. 

BPA Ribbon 
 

 

To activate the BPA ribbon, we will have to agree that this is intended for BPA Analysts. We will continue 

this course under the assumption that this is true for you. 

 

Exercise: Activate the BPA ribbon 

1. Launch Map360 and create a new metric scene. 

2. Switch to the Analysis ribbon and select the BPA Open option. Alternatively, you can run the 

BPAOPEN command. 

3. You should get a prompt specifying this feature’s intended use. Read the prompt, then press OK. 
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LGS Import 
 

 

You will need a Point Cloud module license to run this routine. If you would like the Point Cloud module, 

contact us through a Helpdesk Ticket and we can reset the 30 day demo period for you so that you can 

use the Point Cloud module in that time frame. 

 

Exercise: Import the T2BPA.lgs 

1. Switch to the Data ribbon and select the Import LGS option. Alternatively, you can run the 

CWIMPORTLGS command. 

2. Select the [...] box and browse to your .lgs file in your materials folder. Once found, select it and 

press Open. 

3. For Distance Units, select Meters. Then press OK. 
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Origin 
 

 

 

Exercise: Define an origin 

1. Rotate your view so that you are in isometric view of the walls, as shown below. 
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2. Switch to the BPA ribbon and select the Origin option. Alternatively, you can run the BPAORIGIN 

command. 

3. Here you can select the orientation for our origin. There can only be one coordinate system for 

each drawing. To return to this dialog and change the coordinate system for the drawing, run 

the BPACOORD command. In this course, we will use the option on the left. 

 

4. Now we can Define the origin. In this dialog, we will use the "Define from Point Cloud" option. 

Then, press OK. 
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5. It will now prompt you to select the Front Wall -> Left Wall -> Floor. Click anywhere on each 

section (preferably closer to the center) by following the command prompts. 
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Surface 
 

 

 

Exercise: Define a surface 

1. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Surface option. Alternatively, you can run the BPASURFACE 

command. 

2. In the surface dialog, we will configure it as per the image below. Then, press OK. 
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3. It should align your view to the Left Wall, which is the one we will be working for this course. 
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Photo 
 

 

 

Exercise: Import a photo onto surface 

1. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Photo option. Alternatively, you can run the BPAPHOTO 

command. 

2. Browse to your t2left.png file in your materials folder. Once found, select it and press Open. 

3. It will now prompt you to select the insertion point. Select a location off to the side, so that we 

can still see our targets in the Point Cloud. 

 

4. At this point it will prompt us to select points to align the image and configure its transparency. 

But we will go over these steps more slowly in this course, so at this point you can press ESC to 

exit out of the routine and close the Transparency window. During the exam, feel free to do the 

next two modules at this stage. 
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Align 
 

 

 

Exercise: Align our photo to Point Cloud 

1. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Align option. Alternatively, you can run the ALIGNIMAGE 

command. 

2. It will now prompt us to select which image to align. Select on the border of our inserted image. 

Then press Enter. 
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3. Then, select the first reference point, followed by a second and third reference point. Once 

selected, it will prompt you for a 4rd point. In this case, we will only use the three, so press 

Enter. 

 

4. Now we need to match the two reference points from the image to the Point Cloud. Select close 

to the center of the targets in Point Cloud. Because each one will be scanned differently, some 

may have better quality than others. Zoom in as close as you can to select the points. Make sure 

you select them in the same order as selected in the image. (Top left, than bottom right targets.) 
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5. Once both pairs are selected, it should auto align the image, and you should see something like 

in the image below: 

 

6. Selecting these pairs is more of a visual concept, so make sure to also watch the video to view 

how it was performed. 
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Transparency 
 

 

 

Exercise: Control transparency of photo 

1. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Transparency option. Alternatively, you can run the 

BPATRANSPARENCY command. 

2. You will see the Photo Transparency dialog, as shown below. Here, you can use the change the 

photo transparency percentage, as well as use the adjust function and turn On/Off your BPA 

photos. Keep in mind, these settings affect all photos used, so no need to select which one. 
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3. Change your Transparency percentage to about 80%. Zoom in close to one of your targets and 

see if it lines up with the Point Cloud target. You may not be able to zoom in too close, as it will 

depend on the quality of the Point Cloud as well. 

 

4. Depending on how well you used the Align routine, you may not need to make any changes 

here. But if you see that your image target and Point Cloud target are not overlapping each 

another, you can use the adjust tool here to move the image. Click on the Adjust button, then 

select your image (border) in the drawing. You will now be able to specify an Increment number 

and use the arrows to move your image. Once you are satisfied with it's position, simply close 

the Photo Transparency dialog. 

 

5. Feel free to change your Transparency level and zoom level to better visualize your targets. If 

you need to re-align your image instead of just moving it, you can also go back to the previous 

module and use the ALIGN function again. 
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Stain 
 

 

 

Exercise: Create stains based on photo 

1. Make sure your image transparency is set back to 0%, then look for some stains to use for our 

convergence. Preferably, we want to use stains that are well defined and are above the impact 

area, as stains to close to the left or right of the impact area have been affected by gravity and 

may not be valid for our convergence. 

2. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Stain option. Alternatively, you can run the BPASTAIN 

command. 

3. You will see a window specifying the Stain name. By default, they will be called A1, A2, A3, etc. 

But you may rename them if you wish. 
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4. Once in the routine, the first prompt you will see in the command line below is: "First end of 

ellipse axis". For this, we want to select the end of the stain facing towards the impact area. 

Even though this is our first stain, based on the image, we should have a general idea of where 

the impact area is. In this example, it's towards the bottom. 

 

5. Next, it will prompt for: "Second end of axis". For this, we will snap to the opposite side of our 

first snap of the stain. 
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6. Finally, it will prompt for: "Width of ellipse". For this, select to the right or left of the stain, so 

that your ellipse matches the stain. 

 

7. That should draw your first Stain. Now, to add another, simply run the routine again, and select 

your next stain. The Stains Define window will stay open after selecting a stain, so once you 

have selected enough stains, close that window to finish. 
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Convergence 
 

 

 

Exercise: Add stains to compute convergence 

1. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Convergence option. Alternatively, you can run the 

BPACONVERGENCE command. 
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2. You should see the above dialog. Here, we are going to create a new group, and you can give it 

any name, but in this example, we’ll use the default GroupA name. So next we will click on 

“Add” to start adding our stains to our convergence group. 

 

3. Once you click on “Add” it will take you back to your scene and prompt you to “Select entities”. 

In this case, it’s simpler to just do a window selection and select all the stains. You don’t need to 

window in the whole stain, just any part of it. Once selected, press Enter. 
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4. Now that our stains are included, we have completed creating our convergence. In this example, 

we set the convergence to draw a Sphere instead of a Point. Once done, you can press OK and 

finish the convergence. 
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5. As shown above, our convergence is shown in the scene now. But be sure to watch the video 

and read the tip at the beginning of this section, as you may need to go back and forth editing 

your stains to get as close as possible to the correct position of the impact area. 
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Report 
 

 

 

Exercise: Generate a report of our analysis 

1. Go to the BPA ribbon and select the Report option. Alternatively, you can run the BPAREPORT 

command. 

2. Below, you will see the options for creating our report. We can select which convergence group 

to use (Area of Origin), which origin in our scene to use (Reference Origin) and the units to 

report will use for measurements (Centimeters or Inches) 

 

3. You can also toggle on the Stain Report and Stain Photos. In this example, check just the Stain 

Report. Once selected, press OK. 

4. In the next page, you can see an example of what the report will look like. At this point, we have 

completed our course and are now ready to use the BPA functions in Map360. 
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QA Scanner Protocol 
A Leica GeoSystems ScanStation contains some important quality assurance features that help 
validate the integrity of your scanned data. Specifically: 
 
Multi-Face Scanning allows you to scan a target from both the direct and reverse face of the 
ScanStation. The two scans will produce slightly different coordinates for the target, and the report 
will indicate the difference between the target positions as scanned by each face. 
Every Leica Geosystems Dual Target Pole is accurately measured by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) to determine the exact distance between the pole's two fixed 
targets, and the report will indicate the accuracy of the scan based on a comparison of this distance 
as scanned vs measured by NIST. 
 

   
 
Note: This command is compatible only with Leica Geosystems ScanStations and Targets (not other 
manufacturers), and at this time the target data is present only in Cyclone point cloud databases and 
LGS files. 
 
Note: Cyclone 9.1.3 (or newer) is required in order to add the target data to your point cloud during 
import. 
 

Twin Target Poles 

Leica scanners allow for the reconstructionist to place NIST Certified Twin Target poles in a scene.  These 

have a fixed length and can be used to verify the precision with point cloud data has been measured.   

In order for Twin Targets to be recognized, the scan data must be registered in Cyclone. 

When you start QA Scanner Protocol from the Analysis 
ribbon, you will see the QA Scanner dialog as below: 
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All Targets 

The first time you run this routine you will find the top part of the list is populated with any identified 

Targets.  This dialog contains a list of all targets in the project and clicking on any target in the list will 

display a preview of that selected target. 

NOTE: in the image above no Twin Target Poles appear.  Details about target poles used in the field have 

not yet been entered. 

If the automatically generated preview is for some reason obstructed or otherwise unclear, you can opt 

to use the "Replace Target Image" button to update the selected target's image with a screenshot from 

the CAD display.  

If any potential Twin Target Poles are detected in the scan (that is, two targets that are in proximity to 

each other as specified in the Options screen) they will be listed in the Twin Target Poles list. Because it 

is possible that two independent targets may be falsely detected as a Twin Target Pole, in such a case 

you will want to uncheck the "Use" option to exclude it from the report. 

Twin Target Pole Library 

The Twin Target Pole Library is used to enter the details for your Twin Target Pole(s), including:  

• a friendly name,  

• serial number,  

• the distance and uncertainty between its two fixed targets (as measured by NIST),  

• the path and filename of the pdf Calibration Report as provided by NIST 

 

You must enter this information 
before the targets from the “All 
targets” list are matched to each 
other and identified as Twin Targets 
for your review.  
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Report 

The generated report will consist of three report types: 

A one-page "Target Report" will be generated for each target in the "All Targets" list that is marked with 

a "Use" checkbox. The report will include: 

• Target ID (as entered in Cyclone during the scan routine) 

• Target Type (as determined by Cyclone during the scan routine) 

• Time of Scan 

• ScanWorld ID 

• Distance from the Scanner to the Target 

• Target Coordinates resulting from the Face 1 scan 

• Target Coordinates resulting from the Face 2 scan 

• Difference (deltas) between the Face 1 and Face 2 target coordinates. 

• A screenshot showing the target 

 

A one-page "Dual Target Report" will be generated for each target in the "Dual Target Poles" list that is 

marked with a "Use" checkbox. The report will include: 

• Name (as defined in the Twin Target Pole Library) 

• Serial Number (as defined in the Twin Target Pole Library) 

• Time of Scan 

• Target 1 ID &amp; Type 

• Target 2 ID &amp; Type 

• ScanWorld ID 

• Distance from the Scanner to the Twin Target Pole 

• Distance between the two targets, as scanned 

• Distance between the two targets, as measured by NIST 

• Difference between the scanned distance and the distance measured by NIST 

• A screenshot showing the target 

• The one-page Calibration Report, as provided by NIST. 

 

A one-page NIST report for each Dual Target Report will also be included.  The Report will be generated 

as a PDF document and can be viewed with any PDF viewer, such as Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

PointCloud QA Protocol Report 
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In this exercise we will open a dataset in which some twin target poles have been registered, edit the 

target pole library and then generate a QA Protocol Report to be saved with your scene documents. 

Exercise: Import and Explore QA Protocol Dataset 

 

1. Create a new Drawing  
in.\materialsHDSQA 

• Name it QA Protocol 

• Select feet units 
 

 
 

2. Import the LGS file    
.\MaterialsHDSQA\TTPValidationExercizeRo
ckyButte.lgs  
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3. Import as shown and see if you can 
locate the Twin Target pole in the 
scan by exploring in the CAD 
window or by using Truspace: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

QA Protocol Targets 

4. Start the QA Scanner Protocol 
routine from the Analysis ribbon.   

 
 

 
If your targets are properly registered you will see that the QA Protocol screen has identified all targets 

in the dataset, although it has not identified any as Twin Target poles.   

If your targets are NOT properly registered, or the scan was processed by software that does not have 

this ability, you can “PICK” and manually identify your targets. 

We will need to populate the Twin Target Pole Library so that targets can be matched together with 

poles of a given length. 
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Exercise: Defining a Twin Target Pole in the Library 

1. Before we begin, look in your materials folder 
for a NIST Twin Target Pole Report, we will need 
to use the Serial number and listed length in the 
report for this exercise: 

 
.\materialsHDSQA\TTPNISTReport513.pdf  
 
Open the document and take note of the Serial Number 
and Length. 

2. Define New Twin Target Pole in the Library: 
 

 

 

• Pick “New” 

• Provide a Name for your Target pole 

• Enter the Serial Number 

• Enter the length 

• Pick on “…” and browse to the location of 

TTPNISTReport513.pdf 
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This information, and the path to the report, will be 
saved for future use.  If you anticipate using this feature 
on a regular basis you will need to establish a permanent 
location for the NIST report that applies to your Twin 
Target Pole and assure that it is accessible to all 
workstations within your organization. 
Once your Target library has been entered the “Twin 
Target Poles” list is now populated with candidates.   
 

 

 

The routine checks for targets whose separation is close 
to the given length of the Twin Target pole.   
But you will need to perform an inspection to ensure 
these pairings are accurate and uncheck any listed Twin 
Target Poles which are not to be included in the report. 
 

 

Exercise: Creating a QA Scanner Protocol Report 

 

Editing Target Images 

As you highlight each Twin Target pole in the list, the image on the right will 
give you a view of each Target.  If the TwinTargets were present during the 
scan they will appear in the image along with the icon that represents the 
position so that you can verify the correct placement. 
If the image of the target is unclear, follow this procedure: 

• Pick “Reset Target Image 

• Move the QA Protocol dialog aside, and adjust your view in the CAD window so that the green 

square shows the view you would prefer: 

• Return to the QA protocol Dialog and pick “Replace target Image” 
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While you are updating the 
images you can also inspect 
each target.  If it appears the 
targets have been inaccurately 
matched, uncheck the “Use” 
column: 
  

Creating a Report 

Now we’ll generate a report which should be included in your scene documents, to demonstrate that 

the pointcloud data is calibrated and verified by the Twin Target Pole. 

Pick the “Create Report” button. 
 
Navigate to the location of your Scene data. 
 
A PDF document will be created, listing 
statistics about each target, and each Twin 
Target Pole, including the image you edited: 
 
 
 

 
 

Conclusion 

The QA Scanner Protocol report can serve as an exhibit in court that establishes that your scanner has 

been calibrated and distances portrayed are accurate, just as other forensic instrumentation requires 

evidence of regular calibration. 
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